
Domain Specific Debugging by using RunStaR

RunStaR Examples on a                   program
The following examples customize a program written in the Lingua Franca DSL : https://github.com/icyphy/lingua-franca/
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Graphical animation example

Proposition

In the context of GEMOC Studio, the language designer 
defines explicit artifacts for the definitions of the abstract 
syntax and the operational semantics (including the 
runtime data). 
RunStaR (Runtime State Representation) allows a language 
designer to specify the representation of the runtime 
state of a program during its execution : they can define 
how the information from the program will be presented to 
the user.

RunStaR comes with two GEMOC addons. Given a program 
and a specification in RunStaR, the addons modify the 
representation of a program during an execution, without 
editing the original concrete syntax definition. Textual 
animations made with Xtext and graphical animations made 
with KLighD are available.
The addons and RunStaR are language-independent : they 
can be used to provide a debugger for any GEMOC 
concurrent DSL, as they are available as Eclipse plugins.

Textual animation example

Imported language artefactsVariables are the language concepts to animate. They need an attribute and the concept name. You can specify the 
moment the concept is updated at runtime.

There are different types of images. A fixed image (line 12 and 54) of a clock with its label show a double attribute representing 
the current superdense time of the model and chart images (line 13 and 53) display the evolution of the input values in time.

Both kinds of images are shown inside of a dedicated new node in the view and their size can easily be increased or decreased 
thanks to a cursor in the option side.

We can know the state of some elements by analysing 
their color (line 45 to 50).

Here, any element in the state “startExecution” or “release” 
is painted red and those in the state “start” in blue.

List attributes (line 10 
and 11) or simple 

texts can be 
displayed as a stack 

(line 43 and 44) 
inside of a new node 
in the diagram. That 

stack object are 
dynamically updated 

and resized.

A same attribute can have multiple representations. Here, the “bufferedValues” 
of a Connection (line 10) are displayed as a stack and as a label (line 44 and 52).

Data displayed as text can be customized with a specific size, color, or 
surrounding text. At the moment, all animations containing text do not support 
customization. For instance, markers only have plain text.

It is also simple to show an attribute as a label (line 51 and 
52) of its linked graphical element.

Like that, you can specify a prefix, a color, a size and other 
parameters for the dynamic textual value (line 31 to 41).

This hover was triggered by a user action : it 
appeared when we double-clicked Input p2 

(line 28). We chose to display a dynamic chart, 
defined by the parameters line 13 to 19. This 
chart is created and updated by an external 

API. In the hover, we only display it as an 
image.

The markers next to Input p1, Input p2, Output 
p1, Output p2 (lines 24, 26) provide information 

about their current values.

Introduction

When executing a program, it is interesting to visualise its runtime changes to make sure the execution runs as 
expected. Debuggers allow us to do so, however they are not equal in terms of provided features. When 
comparing debuggers for General Purpose Languages (GPLs) and Domain Specific Languages (DSLs), we can 
notice that debuggers for DSLs often lack  interesting features, such as concrete syntax annotations and 
animations.

Language Workbenches (LWs) often propose basic debuggers that are concrete syntax independent and are 
not easily customizable. To use a more detailed debugger, you must develop your own, which is not always an 
easy task. Plus, if you have multiple concrete syntaxes, you may have to develop more than one debugger.

It is also noticeable that DSLs are gaining in popularity : more stakeholders from various scientific fields want to 
exploit their possibilities.
Each domain has its own way to represent dynamic data : indeed, a physician and an economist do not view the 
world the same way. Thus, language designers need to write debuggers that represent data accordingly.

How can we assist them in their work?

Tools employed

GEMOC Studio is a language workbench 
that provides support for the definition 
of the semantics for languages written in 
the Eclipse Modeling Framework

KLighD is a modeling framework which 
proposes a graphical (diagram) 
representation of the AST of a program 
based on a synthesis system.

Xtext is a framework for 
development of external textual 
DSLs, that allows one to define their 
grammar simply. It proposes many 
customizable features such as syntax 
highlighting

RunStaR Specification

This hover appeared at the beginning of the execution (line 
29). Text, images and Javascript code can be displayed. Here, 

we have a dynamically updated text and an icon.

Different animations are available, set by the 
keyword ‘create’. Some are common to both 
addons, such as Paint. Others are addon-specific, 
such as :
- Hover, for textual animation (on the right)
- Stack, for graphical animation (on the left)

Paint animation can be defined for a specific language concept 
(line 21), or not (line 47). Or for any concept on which the event is 

defined.

Different variables have been accessed 
during the current step. This information is 

provided by the highlights (lines 21, 22, 23). 

The current value of Input p1 has changed 
compared to the previous step : its new value is 

displayed in a comment (line 27) next to it.

Integration of our approach in the  GEMOC Studio LW

https://github.com/icyphy/lingua-franca/

